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A small car 2 66

The 1940 Willys 6/66 concept car feature showed promise. Although an ordinary transverse sheet of spring appeared at each end, the front suspension employed the novel Planar Independent Geometry designed by W-O chief engineer Delmar G. Barney Roos when he was at Studebaker (and used on the
aforementioned Champ). At the back was the axle of a swiveling independent, semi-floating wheel bearing, although it probably did not disparage half the shafts, which would have been too expensive for such a cost-conscious product. The Standard Gearbox ad was the usual three-speed column shift manual, but the
optional overdrive was planned along with an undisclosed (or rather undecided) design. 6/66 advanced to a single-running prototype, a two-door sedan that looked the world like a shrivelled mid-1940s Hudson. Designer Stevens, then working as a consultant, also wrote a convertible version with a fashionable blind-
quarter convertible top, but it went further than his drawing board. Stevens doodled numerous upholstery variations. The front-end exercise followed a common theme of upholstery of die-cast grids under the coffin nose hood reminiscent of the late, large cable 810/812. Many of Stevens' renderings, as well as factory
photographs of the lone prototype, showed 1947 license plates, suggesting it was a planned introductory model year. At one point, the base price was targeted as low as -- you guessed it -- $666. Somewhere along the way, 6/66 became a Model 6-70, as shown in a set of general specifications 17 April 1945. But it was
the same car, and that was the problem. Canaday never liked it, and liked it even less when a prototype was hit by a train during a test drive, killing the wife of a test driver. Joe stuck to his guns, but Canaday also stuck to his, so Frazer left in mid-1944 for Graham-Paige and his short-lived alliance with Henry John Kaiser.
In retrospect, Willys was wise to strive for a compact in 1947. Demand for small cars, as already cheap, was very thin in those days, and 6/66 would look a little dated. In addition, the civilian Jeep business quickly proved to be highly profitable, and Willys was able to offer a much better car by waiting until 1952.
Unfortunately, his worthy new Aero-Willys sold well only in 1952 and was gone within three years, leaving Toledo to rely once more on jeeps alone. Of course, it was hardly tragic, even though Willys's name disappeared completely in the 1970s. After all, Toledo never stopped building jeeps, and some people still think of
them as Willys products - not a bad fate for a leaked label. For more information on the concept of cars and production models that predict, check out: Concept CarsFuture CarsConsumer Guide to Auto Show ReportClass Cars MICHAEL SIMARI View Photos of Michael Simari Something like 23 billion show cars go on
display at SEMA each but a few really stand out. The one that had the whole show talking was the '66 Chevy Chevelle built by Ringbrothers, a hot-rod parts shop in Spring Green, Wisconsin. Completed just in time for SEMA and first seen by its Ohio owner on show, Chevelle blends old-school styling and hypermodern
theme design using copious amounts of carbon fiber, textured aluminum, and milled socher parts. Built over 5,000 hours at a cost of $70 an hour plus parts, the 980-hp Chevelle uses both painted and nude carbon fiber for its bumpers, hood, trunklid, headliner, and dash. The interior is lined with mostly painted aluminum,
which was hydro-submerged to create a cool textured pattern that resembles weak tweed stitching. The process has an all screen-printed ink pattern and floats it on the water. When the metal piece is slowly immersed in water, the ink is transferred to the piece as a scale model imprint, but without film, transferring the
pattern to the metal. Under the hood is GM's dry-sump LS7 Corvette Z06 engine running a whipple supercharger and mating with a T-56 six-speed. The seats resemble rocket couches, the wheels are single-off HREs, the cluster is Racepak's digital display, and the whole car has a certain old-school Nissan GT-R look,
but upgraded for the 21st century. View photos of Michael Simari Michael Simari This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this site to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Disney is known to make
heartgrating movies that people of any age love. A great example are the cars that Disney and Pixar hit the jackpot with. Not just at the box office, where he made more than $461 million worldwide in 2006. But even as franchises, these cars have become cute characters of kids, and adults, get a kick out of. Lightning
McQueen and Mater and the rest of the gang went on to play in two sequels, have a whole part of Disneyland dedicated to them and Radiator Springs, and hold a high point in Disney history.  The famous, real-life Route 66 inspired the backdrop to Cars, along with his first film. Interestingly, the film also had quite a
significant impact on the famous route.  Route 66 sign in Radiator Springs, California Disney Adventure Park | Mark Boster/Los Angeles Times via Getty Images 'Cars' inspired one gas station in Kansas The first film begins with Lightning McQueen and his path to winning the Piston Cup. He is arrogant, narcissistic and
lives a charming, fast lifestyle. It's not until he accidentally leaves the highway to the next racetrack on the forgotten Route 66. Since major highways were built and diverted by patrons from the historic route, small towns like Radiator Springs have found themselves in a lonely cycle of lost visitors.  This not much different
from real-life, and why the film has such a realistic aspect to it. As the recent Google Arts and Culture package highlights, Route 66 is a long, winding journey from Chicago to Los Angeles, as the song famously says. And one place in Galen, KS mined thanks to cars. It was called a Kan-O-Tex gas station, but now goes
cars on the route, thanks to the Pixar movie.  Once a gas station for motorists traveling route 66, Old Kan-O-Tex in Galena, Kansas, has undergone several changes throughout its history. It was first restored by four women to a tourist attraction called Four Women on the Trail, but this restaurant and souvenir shop is now
called Cars on the Trail for its connection to the classic Pixar Cars movie.— Google Arts &amp; Culture, Historic Route 66 Pepsi and Budweiser sign outside Buck Recreation in Galena, Kansas, 1988 | Richard Jordan/Hulton Archive/Getty Images Cars along the route are all decked out for 'cars' now As Google's Art and
Culture pointed out, the station is equipped with an appeal to car fans and even has a tractor that looks just like Mater in the movie, along with other cars like the sheriff, the eyes of the windshield and all.  The site, Inside The Magic, documented this gas station in May and gave a better look at how the city is so similar to
Radiator Springs. The firetruck on display is made to look like Red, and has even acquired real-life replicas of Mater and Lightning McQueen.  But of course, Route 66 was the original inspiration for the 'Cars' course; Galena isn't the only small town along Route 66 that emits Radiator Springs vibes. As the creators
pointed out to the Los Angeles Times in 2013, many cities and businesses were all original inspirations for the film.  Green Pickup Truck on Main Street, Seligman on Historic Route 66, Arizona | Joe Sohm/Visions of America/Universal Images Group via Getty Images We walked through cities as well as Radiator Springs,
said narrator Michael Wallis. I took them on a journey and exposed them to places they would never find and people they'd never met. Cars does a great job of filling the audience with a nostalgic, cozy feel. And all thanks to the real-life old Americana vibe Route 66 still holds today. Today.
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